Sex chromosome rearrangements leading to partial aneuploidies and mosaicisms: use of QF-PCR for detection and quantification of the involved cell lines.
Chromosome rearrangements can lead to aneuploidies of specific chromosome regions and could be present in the entire individual or limited to some tissues (mosaicism) depending on the developmental stage of the embryo when the rearrangement occurs. We report 6 cases with sex chromosome rearrangements identified by conventional cytogenetics and tested by quantitative fluorescent polymerase chain reaction (QF-PCR). QF-PCR has been largely employed for rapid detection of common aneuploidies in pre-natal and post-natal diagnosis and consists in DNA amplification by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using fluorescent labelled primers and the analysis of chromosome specific small tandem repeats (STR). We tested 5 sex chromosome specific STR markers in multiplex PCR amplifications together with other chromosome specific STR markers as control amplifications. The PCR products were analysed by capillary electrophoresis. The results from QF-PCR analysis were obtained within one day and confirmed our cytogenetic observations. This study shows that QF-PCR analysis can detect sex chromosome imbalance and also suspect mosaicism or chromosome rearrangement.